
Interview – The Mission 
 
 
  1. When and how did your contacts with the extraterrestrials begin? (How 

long are they supposed to continue?) 
 
My contacts with human beings of extraterrestrial origin began in the 1940s, 
when I was still a little nipper. My first contact person was an old man whose 
name was Sfath and who spoke the dialect of our village, Bülach, thus a some -
what broad Swiss-German. 
It all began on a beautiful, sunny summer morning, when I was standing behind 
our house with my father, next to a large walnut tree. Suddenly I felt an inner 
urge to look up to the so-called 'Mount' Eschenmoser, and as a result I saw a 
silver flash of lightning up there in the azure sky, which shot towards the church 
steeple … 
It only took a fraction of a second, then the silver lightning shot past us above our 
heads and disappeared above the forest, about 5 kilometres away. Thereby I could 
see that it was a large round metal disc. When I asked my father what it was, 
he replied that it was probably Hitler’s newest secret weapon. I could not believe 
it, and so from then on I always watched the sky, whereby I saw ‘moving stars’ 
in the night sky, moving high in the firmament, and they were not airplanes. 
One day I fine-spiritually perceived impulses within me and somehow I heard a 
voice that talked to me from then on, until one day it told me to go to the so-
call ed Langenzinggen in the Höragenwald and wait there for what was announced 
to me, namely that it would visit me there with a pear-shaped flying machine. 
Therefore I followed the call and went to the named place. Once I arrived it did 
not take long before a silver pear-shaped aircraft descended and landed. Then a 
very old man disembarked who spoke to me in a friendly tone and explained 
that he was Sfath and came from a foreign planet and that he had many things 
to talk to me about and many things to teach me and so forth. This was my first 
contact with a human being of extraterrestrial origin. From then on, many con-
tacts with Sfath took place, which ended in 1953, to be continued by a woman 
called Asket until 1964. While Sfath was from the Plejaren, Asket came from 
the DAL-Creation, which is a sister Creation to ours – a twin Creation. No further 
contacts took place until 1975, after which they were resumed on 28 January 
1975, namely by a girl from Erra, a planet in the Plejaren system that has nothing 
to do with the Pleiades stars known to us. The name of the new contact person 
was Semjase and contacts with her lasted only until the early 1980s. In addition 
to her, there was her sister Plejia as well as their father Ptaah and a commander 
named Quetzal. Further contacts since then were the girls named Talida and 
Menara and so forth. 
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The official contacts ended in the early hours of February 3, 1995. However, this 
does not mean that the contacts have been permanently broken off, rather only 
that the official contacts have ceased to exist because the Plejaren have fulfilled 
their task on Earth. The human, private and unofficial contacts will continue to 
be cultivated, namely until I pass on and thus depart from life. However, these 
contacts will no longer be as frequent as they were until February 3, 1995 – and 
perhaps it will also be possible to record contact conversations here and there 
and pass on the information. 
 
 
  2. Is it possible to get a rough overview of the human races in the uni-

verse? 
 
Originally 40,353,607 different pure human races were created by Creation, 
which have arisen in a natural-evolutionary form from many planets of many solar 
systems in many galaxies throughout the entire universe and which thus deve-
loped from the natural-biological-evolutionary processes of the entire planetary 
development. The developmental process was such that, first of all, planetary 
flora came into being, namely through certain amino acids and amino-acid com-
pounds. Through the natural process of becoming and passing further natural coin-
cidences occurred, thus a further senseful meeting of cause and effect, from 
which new amino-acid compounds resulted, from which then fauna developed – 
namely the animal world. If, with the flora, only lichen and similar plants were 
present at first, now, in the further progress, animals appeared which lived off 
the plants as well as by serving each other as food. These animals were also in-
tegrated into the becoming and passing, therefore they also deposited substan-
ces and died, which in turn triggered new biological-chemical processes from 
which in turn new amino-acid compounds and new life-forms originated. But 
this time it was the life-form human being, which grouped into many races – 
 namely 40,353,607 as previously mentioned, which also showed a total of 343 
different skin colours. Furthermore, in accord with the living conditions on their 
home worlds and the atmospheres and so forth, all these human races were of 
a completely different kind to each other, but unmistakably belonging to the spe-
cies human being. Therefore some gnome-like as well as dwarf-statured and 
tall human life forms developed, thus therefore also dwarfs, colossi, giants and 
titans and so forth. Among these, however, were also human beings of small 
stature who, although they remained part of their own race, never quite reached 
their full normal height due to genetic defects. These small statured ones, how -
ever, had nothing to do with the dwarf statured ones, because the dwarfs were 
actual races and this has remained so to this day. Small statured ones also still 
exist today, namely also here on Earth, which unfortunately are being insulted 
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